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The technical structure and the rule structure of the network are two important 
pillars of the Internet. The former shaped the world of the network, while the later 
transformed network into a specified and ordered world for human activity. The 
endless network events happened in recent years let the public recognize a new 
thing - the public relations online. In order to meet the needs of the development of 
public relations, the public relations on-line, taking advantage of the innovation that 
network mode of transmission compared to traditional means of transmission, 
aroused with the development of Internet and e-commerce. Lacking of legal 
regulation, driving by economic interests and the special social psychology lead the 
public relations online, used for corporate propaganda, promotion of products and 
services purpose to alienation that affected the normal social and economic order 
seriously. There is a huge market for public relations on-line, and therefore we have 
to think how to supervise the increasingly prominent illegal public relation online 
conduct and maintain the good competitive order. 
Professional ethics and values played a certain role in the industrial regulation 
and the implementation of industry self-regulation. On the basis of scholars' 
communication concept of public relations online, we clarify the elements of illegal 
public relation online conducts through analyzing its legal relation in competition 
law and related context by exposing the interest chain and marketing models of 
illegal public relations online conducts. On how to supervise the order of network 
communication and public relations online conduct for building a network 
environment with standardized and orderly civilization and integrity for our 
economic and social development, we can make recommendations in three aspects 
through analyzing its regulatory status in China’s existing legal system and 
comparing it to the supervision status in foreign laws and regulations: the public 
















To supervise the illegal public relations online conduct, we should revise and 
improve the laws and regulations of network, strengthen the Internet regulation, 
implement and develop the Network Real-name System (NRS) first. Secondly, the 
government should establish a sound administrative intervention system of media 
management to help online media to realize self-discipline, and learn from foreign 
experience in Internet regulation to establish a credible platform with authority and 
credibility in the distributed disordered network environment by the government 
and insiders of the Internet industry. Finally, we should establish industry standards 
to strengthen the industry self-regulation through market operation and industrial 
organizations to form a better industrial regulation and market operation system. 
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本文于 2011 年 6 月 22 日在中国知网上搜索“网络公关”相关文章和
报道结果共 86 篇，其中新闻报道及各类期刊文章共 83 篇、硕士学位论文
4 篇。纵观新闻界和学术界、传播学界和法学界，尤其是经济法学界，对
                                                 
①参见 CNNIC 发布《第 29 次中国互联网络发展状况调查统计报告》 
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